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Seven balustrade
cable systems
   
1 - 5      Post to post
6            Wood to wood
7          Wall to wall

BALUSTRADE CABLE SYSTEMS
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Tension cable from outside post. Cable remains stationary

Cable turns when tensioning this system, therefore Left hand & Right hand threads
are required so the cable doesn’t unravel

The Tensile Cables Balustrade Systems are sleek and offer great flexibility in design. They allow
for vertical or horizontal cables and securing into posts or going through them.

The Tensile Cables design team are available to assist with your requirements and can guide
you through every step of the ordering and installation process.

We stock Marine Grade 316 Stainless Steel cable and fittings and highly recommend using
Marine Grade for all external applications due to its corrosion resistance. We supply cable and
fittings for 1.5mm up to 16mm diameter cable.

Tensile Cables specialises in the use of Swaged Fittings. The fittings are pressed onto the cable
using a Hydraulic Roll Swaging Machine or a Hand Swaging Tool which was specially designed
by Tensile Cables. The term ‘Crimping’ fittings refers to ferrules that are pressed onto the cable
when; the cable is folded back on itself and pushed through the ferrule. See a comparison of
the two systems above.

Size of the
holes to drill

End posts: Add 2mm onto
the widest point of the
fitting to allow for the

expansion during swaging
Middle posts: Add 1mm

onto the size of cable

All products subject to availability.
Technical data and price subject to change. Figures shown are for guidance purposes only. For details specific to your requirements, please contact Tensile Cables. 
See our website: www.tensilecables.co.za for the latest downloadable version of this catalogue.

Cable Twist

Crimped fittingSwaged fitting

Angled washers are
available for flat posts

(Product codes 950-M8 / 950-M12) &
38mm or 50mm round posts

(Product codes 952-M8 / 952-M12)
Sizes available: holes

to fit 6mm, 8mm or
12mm thread
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Swaged Socket
Left Hand Thread

Swaged Socket
Right Hand Thread

Swaging

Staircases

*See drawings 6 and 7.
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Seven examples of balustrade cable systems

Recommended Usages:
- M6 fittings: cable runs
  between 10m to 15m.
- Also available in M8
  fittings: cable runs
  >15m

Recommended Usages:
- M6 fittings: cable runs
  between 7m to 10m

Recommended Usages:
- M6 fittings: cable runs
  between 7m to 10m
- Also available in M8
  fittings: cable runs
  between 10 to 15m

Recommended Usages:
- Cable runs 0m to 4m.
- Light Duty Swaged
  stud to Light Duty
  Swaged Stud: cable
  runs between 4m
  and 7m

Drawing code Product code Description

A
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110mm

110mm

110mm

(comes with a hex nut)

(comes with a hex nut)

(comes with a hex nut)

55mm

55mm
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Recommended
Usages:
- This system is
  used when
  securing into
  wood, i.e. you
  cannot access
  the outside of
  the post

*See diagram about cable twist on the first page

Recommended
Usages: 
- This system
  is used when
  securing your
  cables into a
  solid object
  on either end
  of the cable.
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*See diagram about cable twist on the first page

Recommended
Usage:
- Cable runs
  between
  0m to 15m
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Recommended Usage
for Drawings 8 & 9:
- These systems are
  used when you are
  only able to access
  the outside of one
  post and the other
  side of the cable has
  to be secured into
  wood/brick/concrete

- Note: secure the
  fixed end first when
  installing
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110mm

(comes with a hex nut)

110mm


